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August 28, 1990

Dear Reader of The URANTIA Book:

Enclosed is information about a new discount policy for
UMNflA Book, including a forty percent discount for individuals.
retail price of rhe URANflA Book is still $34.00, as it has been

We have also enclosed an explanation of

sales of The
The suggested

since L979.

other aspects of book marketing expenses, as
Foundation's obligation to defend the copyright

We welcome your comments and questions.

the perpetual printing fund and
well as a statement about the

and registered marks.

Cordially,

The Trustees of URANTIA Foundation
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URANTIA Foundation's price guidelines for The UMNTA Book are as follows:

l. Distributors may purchase it for $12.00 per copy.

2. Bookstores and libraries may purchase it for $20.40 per copy.

3. All other persons may purchase it for $34.00 per copy, except
that at the discretion of the Trustees, individuals and
URANTIA societies may make a purchase in each calendar
year of five (5) books in a single sale for $20.40 per copy.

All copies of The UMNTA Book are sold f.o.b. from URANTIA Foundation's
warehouse.

These guidelines are not binding on URANTIA Foundation and are subject to
change at any time without prior notice.

URANTIA Foundation reserves the right on a case-by-case basis (a) to sell or
refuse to sell books or any other publication to any individual or organization; (b) to
increase or decrease the price and the number of books or any other publication available
for sale to any potential purchaser; (c) to determine the category of each potential
purchaser.

The Trustees of URANTIA Foundation

July 1990
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Trru PeRPETunr PruNrrNc FuNp

Income to the perpetual printing fund is based on books sold. But URANTIA Foundation gives away
approximately 1,000 copies of The aRANnA Book each year, mainly through the library placement program.
Since stock from each printing lasts about three years, the net result is that about 3,000 copies are given away
rather than sold.

Because of this, the perpetual printing fund cannot be relied on to meet the full cost of printingThe URANTU
Book. That is the underlying situation, but the exact outcome for a particular printing is strongly affected by
variations in the number of copies ordered.

In 1987, at the time of the 9th printing, the shortfall was increased by the higher number of copies that were
being printed. The 8th printing (1984) had involved 25,000 books, but in 1987 the Trustees decided to increase
the quantity to 30,000. Thus, it is not surprising that the amount of money in the fund did not cover the cost
of the 9th printing, which was 20 percent larger. F.E.F.'s statement in its letter of June 15, 1990 to readers of
The UMNTIA Book that the perpetual printing fund had fully underwritten the cost of the 9th printing is simply
not true.

On page 16 of their April 1990 Special Report to the Readers of The UMNflA Book, the Trustees of
URANTIA Foundation made the following comments about the 10th printing (March 1990):

Despite past donations that established a perpetual printing fund, each new printing of The
UMNflA Bool< costs more than what remains in these donated funds. The Trustees, therefore,
have to use donated and invested funds to supplement the perpetual printing fund. The tenth
printing of The UMNTIA Book wu delivered in March 1990, at a cost of about $250,000. Of
that amount, only about $195,000 is available from previously donated resources in the perpetual
printing fund.

This was the situation at the time the Trustees prepared their special report. In May, after the Foundation's
annual audit of 1989, an additional $103,000 was transferred to the perpetual printing fund. This completed the
adjustments for 1989 sales. It meant that the adjusted income to the fund, together with a special donation of
$17,000 which occurred in 1988, totaled somewhat more than the cost of the 10th printing.

To understand this, it is important to know that the number of books involved in the 10th printing (25,000)
was fewer than the quantity sold in the intervening three years (27,000). Out of the 9th printing's 30,(M) copies,
about 3,000 had been given away and the perpetual printing fund had been reimbursed for the sale of the
remaining 27,000. This favorable outcome thus stemmed from unusual circumstances which are unlikely to be b

repeated.

How the Perpetual Printing Fund Ooerates

When a copy of The ARANflA Book is sold, the projected cost of printing a replacement for that book is
reserved for the perpetual printing fund. The current amount is $12.52; that represents our estimate of what each
book will cost at the time of the next printing, which will be the 11th. The figure we used in 1989 was $10.25,
which represented our 1987 estimate of what the l0th printing would cost us for each book. (n fact, the cost
of the 10th printing was $10.35 per book, which means that our 1987 estimate proved to be accurate.)
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That is how the fund works. We assure you that there have never been - and never will be - any
withdrawals from the perpetual printing fund except to pay for printing The URANTIA Book.

Other Costs of Selling The URANTIA Book

Printing costs are only part of the Foundation's expenses related to the distribution and sale of The UMNTIA
Book. During the first ten months of 1989, when the former URANTIA Brotherhood was serving as the
Foundation's authorized agent for book sales, sales agent costs (i.e., staff salaries) averaged $3.55 per book.
Since November 1989, when URANTIA Foundation took charge of book sales, sales agent costs went down to
$3.10 per book, which irmounts to a savings of 12.7 percent. But this $3.10 does not come from the perpetual
printing fund; URANTIA Foundation must pay it out of its regular budget.

URANTIA Foundation's sales and distribution program involves a number of other costs. The printing
company charges us for storage of books held at the central depot, plus shipping and handling to our headquarters
in Chicago; all of this, together with the corresponding insurance we carry, costs about $1.27 per book. The
Foundation's promotional mailings to bookstores and participation in book shows cost about $0.57 per book.
If administrative costs associated with gift book programs are likewise divided by the total number of copies sold
each year, that amounts to about $0.51 per book. Taken together, these sales program expenses, over and above
sales agent costs, amount to approximately $2.35 per book (i.e. , $1.27 + $0.57 + $0.51).

We can now calculate URANTIA Foundation's total direct cost in selling a copy of The aRANTIA Book:

Estimated printing cost to replace current stock (amount placed
in the perpetual printing fund for each book sold)

Current sales agent costs (ftom Foundation revenues)
Estimated program costs (from Foundation revenues)

$r2.s2

3 . 1 0
2.35

$17.97

Tornr- Dnr,cr Cosr pe,n Boox 517.97

For a more complete understanding, indirect costs should be taken into account. These indirect costs include
in-house storage, auditing and accounting, building maintenance, and consumable supplies. All of this costs about
$1.81 per book and does not include legal expenses. If these indirect costs are added in, we can work out
URANTIA Foundation's total cost per copy of The UMNTIA Book'.

Direct costs ($12.52 to perpetual printingfund;
$5.45 from Foundation revenues)

Indirect costs (allfrom Foundation revenues) 1.81

Torll Cosr pen Boox $19.78

Although the suggested retail price of The UMNflA Bookis $34.00, URANTIA Foundation receives far less
from each book sold. Because of the normal discounts given to wholesale distributors and retail stores, tle
average payment that URANTIA Foundation received during the first half of 1990 was $18.58 per book. *

Overall, we can draw two conclusions:

l. The perpetual printing fund cannot be relied on to cover the cost of printing, and URANTIA Foundation
must often make up the difference out of contributions and other income. It will cost $37,560 to replace
the 3,000 books which the Foundation plans to give away before the next printing is ordered, and the
perpetual printing fund is unlikely to meet this expense.
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2. When the Foundation's net receipts of $18.58 per book are compared with its total cost of $19.78, it
becomes very clear that URANTIA Foundation is subsidizing the sale of The URANTIA Booft out of its
regular budget. In other words, each time we sell a copy, we lose $1.20. For the 22,W copies from
the 10th printing that we expect to sell, we will thus lose $26,400.

When these two factors are added together, they mean that distribution of the 10th printin g of The UMNTIA Book
will probably impose a burden of about $64,000 on URANTIA Foundation's general budget. This is over and
above receipts from book sales and resources made available because of the perpetual printing fund.

The Accounting Implications of The Perpetual Printing Fund

It is important to understand that even if the perpetual printing fund reimbursed URANTIA Foundation for
the full cost of printing -- which, in fact, it does not -- that would represent only about 63 percent of the
Foundation's overall expenses in publishing and distributingThe UMNflA Book(i.e.,$12.52 divided by $19.78).
The sale of each book is associated with $5.45 in other direct costs, plus $1.81 in indirect costs. This amounts
to$7.26 per book, or a total of $159,720 for the 22,000 copies which will be sold out of the 10th printing.

If we add this expense of $159,720 to the $37,560 which we expect it will cost us to replace books given
away, this means that for the budget of URANTIA Foundation, the 10th printing of The aRANnA Book canbe
considered a liability of $197,280. Further, the perpetual printing fund does not reimburse URANTIA
Foundation for any portion of this $197,280.

PROJECTED IIET LOSS TO I'RAIITIA TOUNDAIIOI
FOR IEE lollE PRINIINO OF TEE T'RAIIIIA BOOK

ESTIMATED RECEIPTS

Grosa Receiptsz 22r000 books sold t imee
average pr ice paid of  S18.58 per  book

Lesg Contributions to Fund: 22'OOO books
sold times contribution to the perpetual
pr in t ing fund of  512.52 per  book

Estinated lfet Receipts

s4o8 ,  750

s275 ,44O

s 1 3 3 , 3 2 0

ESTIUATED COSTS

Agent  Coetsz 22,000 books sold t imes $3.10 per  book

Prog ran  Coe tgz  22 ,000  books  so ld  t imes  52 .35  pe r  book

Ind i rec t  Cos tez  22 rO0O books  so ld  t imes  S1 .81  pe r  book

Pr int ing costa to Replace Gi f t  Books:  31000 books to
be g iven away t imee $12.52 Per book

Total Bstinated Costs

s  6 8 , 2 0 0

s  5 1 , 7 0 0

$  3 9 , 8 2 O

s  3 7 , 5 6 0

9 1 9 7 , 2 8 O

PROJECTED NET LOSS

To ta l  es t ima ted  cos ts  o f  $1971280  m inus  es t ima ted  $  63 '960 r '
n e t  r e c e i p t s  o f  S 1 3 3 ' 3 2 0

* This f igure is  not  adjusted for  ant ic ipated in f la t ionary cost  increases.

PPF{VM
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DgTnNonG THE CopyrucuT AND THE REGIsTERED Mnnxs

The accounting data about URANTIA Foundation's direct and indirect expenses associated with
the sale and distribution of The UMNTIA Book ue interesting in themselves, but they provide an
incomplete picture of what it costs URANTIA Foundation to promote the teachings ana encourage all
thinking human beings to consider and accept them. As a practical matter, the Trustees' pursuit oitt rr.goals requires that we devote considerable energy and iubstantial financial resources to the task of
defending the copyright and the registered marks. This frequently involves obtaining the advice and
services of experienced legal counsel, who are entitled to appropriate compensation for their expertise
and time.

Most readets of The UMNTIA Book have a keen grasp of the need to defend the copyright. But
since the importance of defending the Concentric Circles and other URANTIA marks does not seem to
be as well understood, we will devote a few paragraphs to that.

The registered marks have various purposes. In relation to The UMNTTA Book andits translations,
the marks serve to identi$ the text as published by URANTIA Foundation: the authentic original version,
complete in its own right, unmixed with personal interpretations or texts of lesser standing. Even after
the copyright expires, the registered marks will continue to afford this assurance.

In addition, the URANTIA trademarks and service marks serve as symbols that identiff the
authorized activities of URANTIA Foundation and its licensees. This function of theirs is firmly finf.eO
with active support for URANTIA Foundation's long-established policies and principles for the.
dissemination of the teachings.

In effect, URANTIA Foundation's policies and principles have created a worldwide and universal
framework that is not associated with any particular culture or religion. We submit that this neutral and
independent stance is altogether necessary. The teachings of The uRANnA Book and the social and
fraternal activities of those who are authorized to use the URANTIA marks must be understood to
embody universal ideals that benefit all nationalities and races, rather than be seen as curious artifacts of
Western culture or eccentric offshoots of Christian tradition.

As Trustees responsible for certain administrative and managerial tasks, we must pay close attention
to a remark of the midwayers that appears on page 1670 of The UMNTIA Book; "The well-meant efforts
of Jesus' early followers to restate his teachings so as to make them the more acceptable to certain
nations, races, and religions, only resulted in making such teachings the less acceptable to all other,.
nations, races, and religions."

We will do all we can to prevent a similar outcome. And this commitment to promoting worldwide
acceptance of The UMNUA Book's teachings requires that the Trustees remain enirgetic and vigilant in
defending the independent role and universal significance of the Concentric Circles and other URANTIA
marks. If those endeavors increase our need for the advice and services of experienced legal counsel,
so be it.
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